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ON THE THEORY OF FUNDAMENTAL NORMING BOUNDED
BIORTHOGONAL SYSTEMS IN BANACH SPACES

PAOLO TERENZI

ABSTRACT. Let X and Y be quasi complementary subspaces of a separable

Banach space B and let (zn) be a sequence complete in X. Then

(a) there exists a uniformly minimal norming M-basis (xn) of X with xm 6

span(zn)n>9m for every m, qm -» oo;

(b) if (xn) is a uniformly minimal norming M-basis of X, there exists a

uniformly minimal norming M-basis of B which is an extension of (xn);

(c) there exists a uniformly minimal norming M-basis (xn)0(yn) of B with

(x„) C X and (yn) C Y.

Introduction. The problem of the best complete sequence in a separable

Banach space appears already in Banach's book [1]. The story of this problem

goes through the existence of the M-basis (Markushevich [7], 1943), the existence

of the norming M-basis (Mackey [6], 1946) and other intermediate results (Davis-

Johnson [2], 1973); it culminates with a negative answer to the basis problem

(Enflo [3], 1973) and with the existence of the uniformly minimal norming M-basis

(Ovsepian and Pelczynski [9], 1975; refined by Pelczynski [10], 1976).

The aim of this note is to study particular constructions of uniformly minimal

norming M-bases.

In this direction three types of questions appear:

(i) The regularization of a sequence (xn) of B with \xn\ of infinite dimension;

indeed, by [9] there exists a uniformly minimal norming M-basis (zn) of [x„], but

without any connection with (xn) more than the spanned space is the same. If

(pn) is a sequence of positive integers let us say that (yn) is (pm)-ordered in (xn)

if ym G span(in)„>pm with pm+i > pm for every m, moreover limm^ooPm = oo.

Then the following connection is possible.

THEOREM I. For every (xn) in a Banach space, with [xn] of infinite dimension,

there exists a 1-norming uniformly minimal M-basis (zn) of [xn], which is (pm)-

ordered in (xn).

This construction is considered in §1.

(ii) The extension in a given direction: if (xn) is a uniformly norming M-basic

sequence of a separable Banach space B, is it possible to extend (xn) to a uniformly

minimal norming M-basis of 7?? In particular is it possible to effect the extension

by adding elements of a subspace Y of B which is quasi complementary with [xn\!
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The next theorem answers the question:

THEOREM II. For every uniformly minimal norming sequence (xn) of a sep-

arable Banach space B there exists (yn) so that (xn) U (yn) becomes a uniformly

minimal norming M-basis of B.

This construction is considered in §2; we show that in general it is not possible

the extension in the direction of a given subspace Y which is quasi complementary

to [xn]; but this becomes possible if we only consider norming M-basis sequences;

that is, if we do not require the uniformly minimal property.

We also consider the nonseparable case and on the way we give another very

simple proof of Sobczyk's theorem.

(iii) The construction in given directions: if X and Y are quasi complementary

subspaces of a separable Banach space B, does there exist a uniformly minimal

norming M-basis (xn) U (yn) of B, with (xn) C X and (yn) C Y1 In particular,

with [x„] = X and [yn] = Y?

The next theorem answers the question:

THEOREM III. For every quasi complementary subspace X and Y of a separable

Banach space B there exists a uniformly minimal 1-norming M-basis (xn) U (yn)

of B, with (xn) C X and (yn) C Y.

This construction is considered in §3; we also see that it is not possible to improve

the theorem by setting \xn) = X or [yn] = Y.

We already studied questions (i) and (ii) in [17, 18 and 19]; here we only improve

and complete these results. Question (iii) is new and expresses the true contribution

of the note.

Notations, definitions and recalls. If U Ç B, X is subspace of B, F Ç B* (the

dual of B) we use the following standard notation: [U] = span(f7), U1- — {/ G B*;

f(x) = 0 for every x in U}, F± = {x G B; f(x) = 0 for every / in F}, S(X) = the

unit sphere of X = {x G X; \\x\\ = 1}.

We say that (xn) is complete (or fundamental) in B if [xn] = B.

If (tn) is an increasing sequence of positive integers and to = 0 we say that (yn)

is

(a) a block sequence of (xn) if ym G span(in)^t      +1 for every m;

(b) a block perturbation of (xn) if span(yn)^.tm_1 + 1 = span(2n)^limi + 1 for

every m. We say that the subspaces X\,...,Xm of B are quasi complementary if

Xi + --- + X~ = B,    Xnr\Xf + ---+ Xn_f + Xn+i + ■ ■ ■ + Xm = {0}

for 1 < n < m.

Now other standard definitions, which we give by means of elements of B* (in

parentheses we recall an intrinsic characterization). If (xn) C B and (/n) C B* we

say that

(c) (xn, fn) is a biorthogonal system if fm(xn) = 6mn (Kronecker indices) for

every m and n (o (xn) is minimal, that is xm £■ [z„]„^m for every m). If (xn,fn)

is biorthogonal with (xn) complete in B we say that (xn) is

(d) K-uniformly minimal where 0 < 7Í < 1 if sup{||x„|| • ||/n||; 1 < n < oo} =

1/K (•«• inf{dist(im/||a:m||, \xn)n¿m); 1 < m < oo} = K);

(e) an M-basis of B if [/„] is total on B, that is [fn}± = {d}(<^>- f)m=flxn}n>m =

{0});
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(f) a K-norming M-basis of B if [/„] is K-norming on B, where 1 < K <

oo, that is if ||err|[ < Ksup{\f(x)\; / G S([fn])} for every x in B (> ||z|| <

K sup{dist(x, [xn]n>m); 1 < m < oo} for every x in B);

(g) a basis of B if x — Y^=i fn(x)xn for every x in B (■«• there exists 1 < 7Í < oo

so that || Yln=i anXn\\ < K\\ J2n=i anxnll for every sequence (an)™¿p of numbers).

About (f) we recall that, if x G B with ||a;|| = 1 < K sup{dist(x, [xn]n>m); 1 <

m < oo}, then for every e > 0 there exists a positive integer m£ and f£ G B*

so that fe(x) = 1, ||/e|| < K + £, [/e]j_ D [z„]n>m£ = fln=i[/n]' which ""P^

fe G span(fn)™±f [22, p. 39, Theorem 3].

We say that (xn) is M-basic (basic) if it is an M-basis (basis) of [xn]; we also

say that (xn) is uniformly minimal (norming M-basic) if it is Tf-uniformly minimal

(Ti-norming M-basic) for some K.

In what follows known theorems are enumerated by starred Roman figures. The

key to the proof of Ovsepian-Pelczynski theorem is the following property:

I* [9] (see also [5, p. 44 and 13, pp. 248-250]). If (xn, fn) is biorthogonal with

(\\xnk || • \\fnk II) bounded for an infinite subsequence (nk) of (n), there exist two block

perturbations (yn) and (hn), of (xn) and (fn) respectively, so that (\\yn\\ H^nll) is

bounded and (yn, hn) is biorthogonal.

About question (ii) of the introduction we recall

II* [8] (see also [18, p. 172 and 13, p. 860]). If X andY are quasi complementary

subspaces of a separable B and if (xn) is an M-basis of X, there exists an M-basis

(in) U (yn) of B with (yn) C Y.

It is not possible to improve Theorem II* by setting [yn] — Y [12, Corollary 3,

p. 186]; however this becomes possible under stronger conditions, indeed:

III* [12, p. 185, Theorem 3]. Let X and Y be quasi complementary subspaces

of a separable B and let (xn) be an M-basis of X. Then there exists an M-basis

(Vn) of Y so that (xn) U (yn) is an M-basis of B o there exists (fn) ofY1- so that

(%n, fn) is biorthogonal.

About question (iii) of the introduction we recall

IV* [21] (see also [12, p. 187, Corollary 4] or [13, p. 235, Corollary 8.4]). If X
and Y are quasi complementary subspaces of a separable B there exists an M-basis

(xn) U (yn) of B with (xn) an M-basis of X and (yn) an M-basis ofY.

Moreover we use the following property of Krasnoselskii, Krein and Milman.

V* [4] (see also [11, p. 269]). If U and V are finite dimensional subspaces of

B, with dimension of V > dimension of U, V has an element x ^ 0 which is

"orthogonal" to U, that is dist(x,U) = ||x||.

2. On the connection of a uniformly minimal norming M-basis to a

fixed sequence. In this section B is a Banach space, (xn) is linearly independent

sequence in B, X — [xn]. We already proved [17, Theorem I] that

VI*. There exists a minimal sequence (yn) of B which is (m)-ordered in (xn)

and complete in X.

First we remark that it is not possible to improve Theorem I by setting pm — m

for every m, as in Theorem VI*; indeed

PROPOSITION 1. If (xn) is minimal but not M-basic there does not exist an

M-basis (zn) of X which is (m)-ordered in (xn).
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PROOF. Let (xn, /„) be biorthogonal, let (zn) be complete in X and (m)-ordered

in (xn). It is sufficient to verify that fm(zm) / 0 for every m; indeed in this case,

setting

9i = f / ,,        Cm = 7-7—t \ fm- Y] fm(zn)gn       for m > 1,
Jl(Zl) ]m(zm)   \ ~^ j

it follows that (zn,gn) is biorthogonal with [gn] = [/„], hence (zn) cannot be an

M-basis of X if (xn) is not M-basic.

Obviously fi(zf) ^ 0 since otherwise X = [xn] C [xn]n>2, hence suppose that

fm(zm) = 0 for m > 1. It would follow that [zn]n>m C [xn]n>TO; that is, since

[zn] = X = [xn], [zn]™^1 + [xn]n>m = AT; while AT/[xn]n>™ has dimension m since

(x„) is minimal. This completes the proof of Proposition 1.

Now we pass to the proof of Theorem I. We shall use the following obvious fact.

(1) distfo, bX=2 + W) = di8t(«l + W, K + W]™=2)

for every (vn)™=1 of 7? and for every subspace W of B. We need two lemmas.

LEMMA   1.   Let (xn) be minimal and let (e„)  6e a sequence of numbers with

0 < £n < 1 /or euer?/ n; men i/iere exist (tn) Ç (n) and a 6/ocfc perturbation (yn) of

(xn) so that \\ytrn\\ = 1 and dist(ytm, [j/n]n#tm) > 1 - £m for every m.

PROOF. We shall proceed by induction.

Letzi e S([x„]^=1)sothatdist(zi,[x„]n>i) > l-£i. Hence dist(zi, [xn]n>tl) >

1 — £1. Fix p > 1 and suppose we have (2TO)^l=1 in B and (£m)m=o 0I" increasing

natural numbers, with io = 0, so that, for 1 < m < p,

(2) zm G S([xn]t^tm_1+1),    dist(2TO,Xm) > 1 -£m,

where Xm = [iX=V + \xn]n>tm if m > 1 and Xf = [xn]n>tl.

By Theorem V*, in the Banach space B/[xn]n>2tp+i there exist tp+f > 2tp + 1 and

z'p+1, with z'p+1 + [x„]„>2tp+i e span(xfc + [x„]„>2tp+i)fe=tp+1, so that

II4+I + [Zn]n>2tp + l|| = 1 = dÍSt(Zp+1 + [x„]n>2t„ + l, [xfc + [x„]„>2tp + l]fcLi);

z'P+i G [in|l=i'p+i, ||Zp+ill < 1/(1-ep+i). Therefore, setting zp+1 = zp+i/||2p+ill.

by (1) and (2) it follows that

dist(zp+i,Xp+i) = Yl—iïdist(zp+1, [x„]np=1 + [xn]n>tp+1)
\\zp+iW

- ïïv—iïdist(2p+1' [x«]«=i + M">2t„+i)
\Zp+l

—fTdist(Zp+1 + [z»]n>2tp + l, [Xfc + [xn}n>2tp + l}k = f)
\ZP+1

\Zp+l\

> 1 — £7p+i;

that is we have (2) for p + 1 instead of p.  So proceeding we construct (zm) and

(im)-
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Fix m > 1 and consider the quotient space X/Xm, which by (2) has dimension

tm - tm-i; there exists (vmn)n"L¡^_i + i such that' by (2).

X/Xm = [xn + Xm\rfLtmi + f = [zm + Xm\ + [vmn + Xm\iyi=tm_i+f,

with Knfe¡l_1 + i C [xn}n"Ltm_1 + i and dist(zTO + Xm, [vmn + *mfe7¿_1+1) =
||zTO +Xm||; therefore by (1) and (2)

diSt(zm, [VmnfrTJtL. + l + MnZ'l   + [xn}n>tj > 1 ~ Em-

it is now sufficient to set, for every m, ytm — zm, yn = vmn for tm-f + 1 < n <

tm - 1. Hence dist(ytm, [yn]n¿tm) > 1- £m- This completes the proof of Lemma 1.

LEMMA 2. There exists a 1-norming M-basis (zn) of X which is (pm)-ordered

in (xn), with Pm > m/2 for every m.

PROOF. By Theorem VI* we can suppose (xn) minimal; moreover, since to be

norming is an intrinsic property of a sequence (see (f) in notation section) we can

suppose X = B; therefore there exists (/„) U (/„) C B* so that

(3) (xn, fn) is biorthogonal,     [(/„) U (/„)] is 1-norming on B = [xn].

We proceed by induction. Set z'n = xn and gn = fn for 1 < n < 3; if If G [gn]n=f

we consider ¿2, otherwise [(gn)n=i]-L t- [h]± [22, p. 39, Theorem 3]. Hence there

exists z'A of [(<7n)n=i]-L vvith l\(z'±) = 1; we set

3

94 = h - ^h(z'n)gn.
n=l

Fix m > 1 and suppose that (z'n)n™f is in B and (<7„)^=i is in B* so that

(z'n, g„)n=f is biorthogonal,

(xn)™=l C [2n]n=l>      (fn)n=l U Vn)n=l C [ffn]n=l-

If /îm+i G [g„]^mi we consider /2m+2; otherwise [(gn)n=i}-L <£ [/2m+i]i- Hence

there exists z4m+1 G [(gn)n=i}± with /2m+i(4m+i) = 1- Then we set

Am

gim+1 = /2m+l - 2_^ f2m + l(zn)gn-

n=l

We proceed in the same way for /2m+2 and lm+i, getting z'4m+2, z'4m+3, g4m+2,

o4m+3. If xm+1 G [z'n}n™t3 we consider xm+2; otherwise [«^í"3]"1" <t \xm+\\L■

Hence there exists gi{m+l) G I«)^3]"1 with g4(m+i)(Wi) = 1- We set

4m+3

Zi(m+1) — Xm+1 ~    ¿^   9n(Xm+l)z'n;

n = l

that is we have (4) for m + 1 instead of m.

So proceeding we construct (z'n) and (gn) with (z'n,gn) biorthogonal, so that (4)

is true for every m; hence by (3) (z'n) is a 1-norming M-basis of X. It is known

(see for example [16, p. 175, Theorem X]) that there exist positive numbers (sn)
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so that

(zn) C X with \\zn - z'n\\ < £n for every n

imply that (zn) is a 1-norming M-basis of X.

Now (z'n) C [xn] and by (4) fm(z'n) — 0 for n > 2m for every m; therefore there

exists (zn) with zm G span(xn)n>m/2 and ||zm - z'm\\ < £m for every m; that is

(zn) is (pm)-ordered in (xn) with pm > m/2 for every m. The proof of Lemma 2 is

complete.

PROOF OF THEOREM I. By Lemma 2 we can suppose (xn) is 1-norming M-

basic. By Lemma 1 there exist an increasing sequence (tn) of positive integers,

(hn) in B* and a block perturbation (yn) of (xn) so that (yn,hn) is biorthogonal,

with ||j/tn|| = 1 and \\htn\\ < 2 for every n. Finally by Theorem I* there exists a

block perturbation (zn) of (yn) which is uniformly minimal; obviously (zn) is still

a 1-norming M-basis of X since it is a block perturbation of a block perturbation

of (xn), hence it is also (pm)-ordered in (x„). The proof of Theorem I is complete.

2. On the extension of uniformly minimal norming M-bases. In this

section B is a Banach space and (xra) is a sequence in B with [x„] = X. First we

consider the nonseparable case, where the problem of the extension does not have

a positive answer; indeed:

PROPOSITION 2. If (xn) is a uniformly minimal sequence of B in general there

is no (fn) in B* such that (xn,fn) is biorthogonal, (\\xn\\ \\fn\\) is bounded, [xn] +

[fn]± is dense in B.

PROOF. Suppose (xn) and (/„) are as in the proposition, in the particular case

of X = Co with (xn) the natural basis of Co- Then it follows that Co is complemented

in B, since dist(5(X), [/n]±) > 1/K where ||x„|| • ||/n|| < K < oo for every n. Now

it is known that en. is not complemented in every Banach space (see for example

[23, pp. 146 and 237]).
REMARK. Recall that Sobczyk's theorem states ([14]; see also [20]; or [5, p.

106, Theorem 2.F.5]; or [23, p. 146]) that Co is complemented in every separable

Banach space, with a projection of norm < 2; moreover this property characterizes

Co among the separable Banach spaces [24]. Another simple proof of Sobczyk's

theorem is as follows: Suppose X = cq with the natural basis (xn) and B separable.

By Corollary 1 of [19] there exists for every £ > 0 a sequence (/„) of B* such that

(x„, /n) is biorthogonal and [xn] + [/n]_l is dense in B, with ||/n|| < 2 + £ for every

n; it follows that dist(SÍXT), \fn]±) > 1/(2 + e).
We now consider the separable case.

About the extension in a given direction we already proved [19, Example] that

this is not possible for a uniformly minimal sequence; that is, it is not possible to

improve Theorem II by extending Theorem II*. However this becomes possible for

the norming property only. Indeed,

PROPOSITION 3. If X and Y are quasi complementary subspaces of a separable

B and if (xn) is a K-norming M-basis of X there exists (yn) in Y such that

(xn) U (yn) becomes an H-norming M-basis of B, with 77 < 47Í.

We now prove Proposition 3 and Theorem II. We need three lemmas.

LEMMA 3. If (yn)n=f U (xn) is minimal with 1 < p < oo and with (xn) K-

norming, then (yn)n=1 U (xn) is H-norming with H < 47Í.
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PROOF. If not there exist x of 5([2/„]^=1-r-[xn]), 5 > 0, and a block sequence (wn)

of (xn) so that, for every n, 4(K + ä)\\wn - x|| < 1; hence, setting vn = wn/\\vJn\\,

we have that

11 «n - tu„|| = |1 - ||w„|| | = | ||x|| - ||mj„|| I < \\x - wn\\;

that is

(Ä" + a)||i-t;n|| <(K + a)\\x-wn\\ + (K + a)\\wn-vn\\ < 2(7i + â)||x-w„|| < 1/2.

Therefore, for every m and n,

(K + a)\\vn -vn+m\\ < (K + â)\\x-vn\\ + (K +ä)\\x-vn+m\\ < 1 = ||v„||.

But this is impossible by hypothesis, since (xn) is TsT-norming (see (f) in definitions

section) which completes the proof of Lemma 3.

LEMMA 4. Let X and Y be quasi complementary subspaces of B with (xn,fn)

biorthogonal and Y Ç [/n]j_, and let (xn)n>r C [(<7n)'=i]_i_ where (gn)n=1 C B* and

r,q are positive integers. Then there exist (yn)n=1 C Y and (hn)n=i C B* so that

(xnJn)U(yn,hn)n=f is biorthogonal, with (gn)9n=i C span(/„)^=1+span(/in)^=1.

Proof. Fix l < m < q.
If we consider the restrictions of the functional to X, since (xn)n>r C [<7m]j_i

we have that

[(/n|x)„=l]x = [Xn}n>r C [ffm|x]x;

hence gm\x G span(/„|x)n=i, that is, g^ = gL. + g!L with g'- G [fn}n=i and

gtL g Xa-. So if (hn)n=1 is an algebraic basis of span(g^)' = 1, we have that

(gn)qn=i C span(/n);=1 + span(/in)P = 1,    with (hn)pn=1 C Xx.

Fix 1 < ñ < p. Since (hn)n=i ls linearly independent in Xa- and X + Y = B, we

have that

hñW £span(/in|y)£=w-; that is [ka\Y]± ~t> [(^n|y)„=i,n^ñ]j--

hence there exists pa e Y so that /iñ(j/ñ) =l,!ft£ [(fln)n=f¡n¿ñ]±- We Pick

(Vn)n=\ which completes the proof of Lemma 4.

LEMMA 5. 7/X and Y are quasi complementary subspaces of a separable B and

if (xn) is a K-norming M-basis of X with (xn, fn) biorthogonal and Y Ç [/n]j_,

there exists an H-norming M-basis (xn) U (yn) of B with H < 47Í and [yn] — Y.

PROOF. Let (vn) be a sequence complete in Y. Fix an integer m > 1 and

suppose we have an increasing sequence of integers (pn)™^, with pi = 1, an

integer p'm > pm-i and two sequences (yn)n=i, (h-n)n=i so tnat

(x„, fn) U (yn, hn)n=i is biorthogonal with (yn)nZi C Y;

(5) dtat(Uni [ykllZl1) < l/2m_1    for 1 < n < m - 1;

I/«,ftn]Äi is (4* + l/2m-1)-norming on [xn,yn}pnZy.

The thesis will be proved if for (5) it is possible to proceed by induction; that is,

it is possible to have (5) for m = 2, moreover it is possible in (5) to pass from the

general m to m + 1.   We can describe the induction by only one step, since the
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construction of (5) for m = 2 becomes a particular case of the general procedure,

if we use the convention that for m = 1 we mean the initial situation, where the

sequences (yn)n=i and COn^i do not appear.

We now prove the existence of (5) for m + 1 instead of m. By (5) Y = [yn]n1i +

^ ■"! [(fen)n=i]±; hence by Theorem III* and by hypothesis there exist (t/n)„=p, +1

in Yn{(hn)^lf}± and (/in)„=p;n+i in B* so that (xn,fn)U(yn,hn)n=i is biorthog-

onal, dist(ü„, [yk}pkZf) < 1/2™ for 1 < n < m. By Lemma 3 (yn)pn=i U (xn)

is 7im-norming, with Km < AK; hence there exist a finite sequence (ffmn)n=i

of B* and a positive integer rm so that [<7mn]n=i is (4TT + l/2m)-norming on

[xn,2/n]„=i, with (xn)n>rm C \(gmn)n"Li}±-   By Lemma 4 there exist an integer

P'm+i > max{pm,rm}, a sequence (yn)nZ+pm + l in Y H [(/i„)„=i]-i- and (Mn=£„+i

p' p'
in B", so that (xn, fn)U(y„, hn)n"L+f   is biorthogonal, (ffm„)n™ x C span(/n, /i„)n=i •

That is, we have (5) for m + 1 instead of m, which completes the proof of Lemma

5.
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3. By Theorem II* there exists (/„) of B* such that

(xn, fn) is biorthogonal, X + Y n \fn]± — B- Now it is sufficient to use Lemma 5,

for Y n [/„]j_ instead of Y.

For the proof of the next lemma we follow the procedure of the proof of Lemma

2 of [19].

LEMMA 6. If (xn,fn) U (un,gn) is biorthogonal, with (\\xn\\ ■ \\fn\\) bounded,

there exist (zn) in B so that (x„) U (zn) is uniformly minimal with zn = vn + wn

for every n, where (vn) is a block sequence of (xn) and (wn) is a block sequence of

(un).

PROOF OF THEOREM II. By hypothesis (xn) is a TT-norming M-basis of X,

for 1 < K < oo ; we suppose (xn) C S(X). Since (x„) is uniformly minimal,

by Corollary 1 of [19] there exists (/„) so that (xn, fn) is biorthogonal with (fn)

bounded and X + [fn]± dense in B. By Proposition 3 there exists (zn) so that

(xn) U (zn) is an 77'-norming M-basis of B, with 77' < 47Í and (zn) C [/n]j_- By

Lemma 6 there exists (zn) of B such that (xn)U(zn) is uniformly minimal, \\zn\\ = 1

and zn = vn + wn for every n, where (vn) is a block sequence of (xn) and (wn)

is a block sequence of (zn). We point out that (x„) U (zn) is a block perturbation

of a permutation of (x„) U (wn), which is a block sequence of (xn) U (zn); hence

(xn) U (zn) is 77"-norming M-basic, with 77" < 77'. Again we use Corollary 1 of

[19] and there exists (/„) U (gn) of B* such that (x„, /„) U (zn, gn) is biorthogonal,

(fn) U (gn) is bounded, [xn] + [zn] + [(/„) U (g„)}± is dense in B.

Since (xn) U (zn) is 77"-norming M-basic, by Proposition 3 there exist (yn) and

(hn) so that (xn) U (zn) U (yn) is an 77-norming M-basis of B, with 77 < 167Í;

(xn, /„) U (zn,gn) U (y„, n„) is biorthogonal. Finally by Theorem I* there exist two

block perturbations (yn) of (zn) U (yn) and (/in) of (gn) U (/i„) so that (yn,hn)

is biorthogonal, with (||y„|| • \\hn\\) bounded. That is, (x„) U (yn) is a uniformly

minimal 77-norming M-basis of B, which completes the proof of Theorem II.

3. On the construction of uniformly minimal norming M-bases in

given directions. In this section X and Y are quasi complementary subspaces of

a separable Banach space B. First some considerations and secondary properties.
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REMARK. About the extension of Theorem III to the decomposition of B into a

finite arbitrary number of quasi complementary subspaces we warn that, if X and

Y are quasi complementary subspaces of B and if Xf, X2 are quasi complementary

subspaces of X, this does not imply that Xi, X2 and Y are quasi complementary

subspaces of B, since it may be that Xf C X2 +Y [15, p. 52, Theorem VI].

We already proved for uniformly minimal sequences [19, Example] that it is not

possible to improve Theorem III by setting [x„] = X or [yn] = Y. However, for the

norming property only there is a sufficient condition, analogous to Theorem III*.

PROPOSITION 4.   The following conditions are equivalent:

(i) there exists a norming M-basis (xn) of X with (xn,fn) biorthogonal and

Y C [/„U;
(ii) there exists a norming M-basis (x„)u(t/n) of B with \xn] = X and \yn\ — Y.

This proposition follows from Lemma 5 of §2.

Moreover, if we come back to Theorem V*, it is well known that the theorem

becomes false if U and V have infinite dimension (see for example [11, pp. 271-

272]); let us strengthen this fact.

PROPOSITION 5. There exists a separable Banach space Bo with the following

property: for every £ > 0 there are two quasi complementary infinite dimensional

subspaces X and Y so that dist(y,X) < e for every y in S(Y).

In what follows, if U and V are subsets of B, we use the notation

dist({/,V) = inf{||u-|-u||;ite(7 and v G V}.

LEMMA 7. Let U,V,W be quasi complementary subspaces of B, with U finite

and dist(S(V), S(W)) = 0; let (en) be a sequence of numbers with 0 < £n < 1

for every n. Then there exist (mk) Ç (n), (vn) C S(V) and (wn) C S(W) so

that (vn) U (tun) is minimal and complete in V + W, \\vmn + wmn\\ < £n and

dist(vmn,U + \(vk) U (i0fc)]fc#mj = 1 for every n.

PROOF. Let (x„) be a sequence complete in V + W.

Fix an integer p > 1 and suppose we have increasing integers (mn)n=f with

mi = 1, (vn^n)™^1 of B and (/^Mn^i"1 u Í9n)n=\ of B*, so that

(vn,fn)n=i~   ^(wn,hn)nZi    is biorthogonal, with (vn)nZÎ   C S(V),

(wn)nlfl C S(W) and U C [(/„.M^K;

dist(xn,U+ [vk,wk}kn*f1) <l/2p~l,     \\vmn +wmJ| < £„,

gn(vmn) = \\gn\\ = 1    and    gn G [fmn,hmn]    for 1 < n < p - 1;

Up + Vp + Wp = B,    where Up = U+[vn,wn]™Zï\

vP = vn[(fn,hn)™i1-1]±   and  Wp = vr\[(fn,hn)™zï1}±-

Set

(7) ñp = dimension of Up + 1 = dimension of U + 2mp — 1.

The thesis will be proved if for (6) it is possible to proceed by induction; that is, if

it is possible to have (6) for p = 2, and, more generally, for p + 1. We can describe

the induction by only one step, since the construction of (6) for p = 2 becomes a
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particular case of the general procedure if we use the convention that for p = 1 we

mean the initial situation, where the sequences (vn, wn)™Zï > (fn, /i«)™=7 i (9n)n=\

do not appear; hence in (6) and in (7) Uf = U, Vf = V, Wf = W and ñf =

dimension of U + 1.

We now prove the existence of (6) for p + 1 instead of p.  We claim that there

exist vmp, wmp of B and gp of B* so that

,, Vmp&S(Vp),      WmpGS(Wp),       \\vmp +WmJ\  < £p,

gP(vmp) = 1 = Hffpll,    Up<[gp}±.

By hypothesis there exist (zpn)^, of B and (lpn)n=i ol B* so that

(9)
Zpi G S(Vp) and Zpn G S(VP D [(WLÍU)    for 1< n < ñp,

where lpn(zpn) = 1 = ||/p„|| and dist(zpn,Wp) < £p/(ñp2n+1) for 1 < n < ñp.

By (7), (9) and by Theorem V* there exist vmp and gp so that

(10) vmp = Y^ apnZpn G S (B),    gp(vmp) = ||gp|| = 1,    Up c [0p]_l.
n = l

We are going to prove that dist(vmp,Wp) < £p/4; then we set

n-l

gPi = Ipi    and    9Pn =/p„ - ^/p„(zPfc)fifpfc    for 1 < n < ñp;

fc=i

by (9) (zpn,9pn)"Li is biorthogonal, with \\gpf\\ = ||/pi|| = 1 and ||gpn|| < 1 +

YlkZi llffpfcll for 1 < n < ñp; hence ||<7pn|| < 2n_1 for 1 < n < ñp since this is true

for n = 1, after by induction ||gp„|| < 1 + X^í 2fc_1 = 2™"1. Therefore by (10)

|Opn| = |9pn(Wmp)| < llSpnll < 2""1      for 1 < n < ñp;

that is, by (9) and (10),

ñp

dist(ump,Wp) < ]P |ap„|dist(zp„,iyp) < -^.
n=l

This means that there exists wmp in S(Wp) such that, by (10), we have (8). By (8)

and by hypothesis we point out that

(11) \gp(wmp)\ > 1 - £p > 0.

We claim that there exist fmp,hmp in B* so that

(vmp,fmp) U (wmp,hmp) is biorthogonal with gp G span(/mp, /imp)

(12) and cTp C [/mp, hmp} j_ ; moreover [vmp, wmp] + Vp n [/mp, /imp]± +

Wp n [/mp, hmp}± is dense in Vp + Wp.

It is sufficient to prove that there exists hmp of B* so that

hmp(wmp) = 1, [»mJ + i/pCmil,
(13)

[%, wTOp] + Vp n [gp, /imp]j. +Wpn [gp, hmp}± is dense in Vp + Wp;

indeed setting fm¡> = gp - gP(wmp)hmp we have (12).
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We easily have (13) if wmp £ Vp + Wp n [gp]v, indeed in this case wmp G[ Up +

Vp + Wp n [gp}± because by (6) UpnVp + Wp = {0}; hence there exists hmp so

that hmp(wmp) = 1, Up + Vp + Wpn[gp}±_ C [hmp]±. Therefore by (8) and (11) it

follows that

[u>mp] + Wpn [gp, hmp]± = [wmj +Wpn [gp}± = Wp

and

kp] + Vp n [gp, hmp]± = [vmp] + Vp n \gp}± = Vp;

that is (13) is proved.

Let us now prove (13) when

(14) wmp G Vp + Wpn[gp\±.

By (11) wmp $_ [gp]±; moreover by (6) and by hypothesis Vp n Wp — {0}; hence

Wmp $- [vmp\ +Wpn [gp}±. On the other hand, by (6) UVC\VP + WP = {0}; hence

u>mp &Up + [i)mJ + Wp H [gP]±; therefore there exists hmp so that

(15) hmp(wmp) = 1,    Up + [vmp\ +Wpn [gp\_i_ C [/im„] j_.

We claim that by (13) and (15) it is sufficient to verify that

(16) [wmp] +Vpf\ [hmp}± +WPC\ [gp]± = [wmp] +Vp + Wpr\ \gp]±.

Indeed by (15) Wp H [gp,hmp]j_ = Wp n [gp]_L; moreover by (11) wmp 0 [gp]j_ and

by (8) wmp G Wp; hence [wmp] + Wp D [gp}±_ = Wp. On the other hand, by (15)

vmp € Vp n [/im„]j.; that is, by (8) [umJ + Vp n [gp, hmp]j_ =VPD [hmp]_L.

By (14) and (15) there exist v'p and w'p so that hmp(v'p) = hmp(wmp) = 1

with v'p G Vp and wmp = v'p + w'p with w'p G Vp n [/imp] j_ + Wp n [ç/p]±, therefore

^p = [up]+^pn[/lmp]_L and v'p G [wmp]+Vp n [/imp]± + WP n [9P]±, which completes

the proof of (16) and therefore of (12).

Set

Zp = Up+[vmp,wmp},   vp' = zp+vpn[/mp,ñmp]_L,   wp = zP+wpn[/mp,/imp]_L;

by (6) and (12) V'/Zp and Wp/Zp are quasi complementary subspaces of B/Zp.

Hence by Theorem IV* there exist (v'pn, w'pn)n>mp of B and (Fp„,77pn)ri>mp of

(B/Zp)* so that (v'pn + Zp,Fpn)n>mp U (w'pn + Zp,Hpn)n>mp is biorthogonal and

Wpn + Zp)n>mp U (w'pn + Zp)n>mp is an M-basis of B/Zp, with (nTpJ„>mp C

Vp n [/mp,/imp]x and (w'pn)n>mp C VKp n [/mp,/im„]_L- Since (xn) is complete in

V + IV there exists an integer mp+i > mp so that by (1), setting vn — v'pn and

wn = w'pn for mp + 1 < n < mp+i — 1, it follows that

dist(xn,U + fat,Wfc]r=í1-1) < l/2p    for 1 < n < p.

In order to have (6) for p + 1 it is now sufficient to set, for mp+i <n< mp+f — 1,

fn(x) = Fpn(x + Zp) and hn(x) — Hpn(x + Zp) for every x of B; moreover

up+l = up + [vn,wn\^Ltf;\   Vp+i = vpn[fn,hn}m^;\

Wp+f=Wpn[fn,hn}r:Znlp-1.

This completes the proof of Lemma 7.

The next lemma provides the key for the proof of Theorem III.
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LEMMA 8. Let U,V,W be quasi complementary subspaces of B, with U of finite

dimension and dist(S(V), S(W)) = 0. Then for every £ > 0 there exist Vf in S(V),

Wf in S(W), a subspace Vf of V and a subspace Wf of W, with If and gi in B*,

so that (vf,lf) U (u>i,gi) is biorthogonal, U + Vf + Wf C [/i,¡7i]_l, ||¿i|| < 1 + e,

Hffill <l + £, [vf,Wf} + Vf+Wf =B.

PROOF. By Theorem V* there exists Vf in S(V) with dist(ui, U) = 1. We claim

that there exists If in B* so that

(17) li(«i) = 1,    ||li||<l + e,    Uc[h}±,    V + Wn[lf]± = V+W.

Let If G B* so that

(18) ï1(Vl) = l = \\ï1\\,        Uc[h}±.

If V + W n [/i]_l = V + W the claim is already proved; otherwise there exists w so

that

(19) wgS(W),   w = [w] + wn[h}±,   w&v + wr\[h]±.

By Lemma 7 there exist sequences (vn), (v'n), (wn), (w'n) of B and (/„) of B* so

that

(vn) U (v'n) U (wn) U (w'n) is minimal and complete in

vn[h]± + wn[h]±,
(20) with (vn) n (v'n) c S(V n [lf}±) and (wn) U «) C S(W n [Íi]jl);

\\vn+Wn\\<l/in, fn(wn) = 1 = \\fnW,

U + [vf,w] + [(v'k,w'k) Ö (vk,wk)k^n] C [fn}±    for every n.

If ñ is a positive integer so that 1/2" < e set

vn - vn + fn(vn)h(w)vf/2n    and    wn=wn + w/2n    for n > ñ;

(21) -=- -=-:-
Vo = K] + K]"=i + [vn\n>ñ    and    W0 = [w'n] + [u>n]£=1 + [wn}n>ñ-

We are going to prove that [vf] + Vo + Wo is dense in V + W. By (20) it follows

that

lim 2n(vn + wn) =   lim (2n(ü„ + wn) + fn(vn)h(w)vf + w) = w - lf(w)vf;
n—*oo n—►oo

indeed \\2n(vn + wn)\\ < 1/2" and /„(£„) = fn(vn + wn) - 1 with \fn(vn + wn)\ <

1/4", for every n. Therefore w - lf(w)vf G [(vn)n>ñ U (wn)n>ñ]\ hence by (20)

and (21) w U (wn)n>ñ U (vn)n>ñ C [t>i U (vn, u>n)n>ñ]; that is by (18)-(21) [vf\ +

Vq+Wo=V + W. Set now

~        ^   ï^w)

n=n4-l

for every n > ñ by (18), (20) and (21) it follows that

ii(vn)=[h- }^ -y--fk)(vn)+\h- 2^ -2¡r/fe)l—^—Vlj
V fc=ñ+l / V fe=ñ+l /    V /

= -fn(vn)ïl(w)/2n + fn(ïn)ïl(w)ïf(Vf)/2n = 0,

lf(wn) = ïf(w)/2n - fn(wn)ïf(w)/2n = 0.
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Therefore by (18), (20), and (21) U + V0 + W0C [lf}±, k(vf) = 1; that is in order

to prove (17) it is sufficient to verify that ||/i|| < 1 + £. Indeed by (18), (19) and

(20) we have that

IIMIÍÑI+ £ l/.l^-i + ̂ E¿Si + ¿<i + ..
n=n+l n=l

This completes the proof of (17).

By Theorem V* there exists w\ of S(W n [h}j_) with dist(wi,/7 + [vf]) = 1;

hence, proceeding as for Vf in (17), for U + [vf] instead of U, W D [lf}± instead of

V, Wf instead of Vf and V fl [li]±. instead of W, there exists gf in B* such that

0i(u>i) = l,    ||gi||<l + e,    U + {vf\c[gi]x,

v n [iugi}± + wn [h]± = v n [h}± + wn [h}±.

On the other hand by (17) [vi] + V n [h}± + W n [h}x = V + Wn[h]± = V + W,
moreover W n [lf}± = [wf] +W D [h,gi}±; that is

[vi] + [u/i] + Vn[lf,gf}±+Wn[lf,gf}± = V+W.

Therefore it is sufficient to set Vi = V n [/i,gi]x and Wf = W f) [h,gi]j_; which

completes the proof of Lemma 8.

PROOF OF THEOREM III. If dist(S(X),S(y)) > 0 the thesis is obvious, hence

suppose that dist(5(X), S(V)) = 0. Our aim is to pick an increasing sequence (mn)

of positive integers, two sequences (vn), (wn) of B and two sequences (/n), (gn) of

B*, so that

(vn) U (wn) is a 1-norming M-basis of B, with (vn)  C  S(X),

(22) (wn) C S(Y); (vn,ln) U (wn,gn) is biorthogonal, with ||/m„|| < 2

and ||gm„|| < 2 for every n.

Let (un) be a sequence complete in B.

Fix an integer p > 1 and suppose we have an increasing sequence (mn)£=1 of

integers with mi = 1, (vn,wn)™¿i oí B, (ln,gn)™ii ol B*, subspaces Xp,Yp of

B and a finite subset 77p_1 of B*, so that

(vn,ln)n=ï   U(wn,gn)n=î   is biorthogonal, with

(vn)^1cS(X)    and    (wn)^;1 C S(Y);

H'mJI < 2,   \\gmJ < 2,  distíün.lvfc.Wfc]^! ') < 1/2P-1
(23) for 1 < n < p - 1;

Xp + Yp C [(Jn,gnCfTf1 U__P^U,    Xp c X,

Yp C F,     K, Wnl^i"1 + Xp + Fp = ß;
77P-1 is (1 + 1/2P-^-norming on [vn,wn}^\

We shall have (22) if for (23) we can proceed by induction; that is if it is possible

to have (23) for p = 2 and p+ 1, with (rf^"1 C Xp and (wn)^+ip_1 c Yp. We
can describe the induction by only one step, since the construction of (23) for p = 2

becomes a particular case of the general procedure if we use the convention that

for p = 1 we mean the initial situation, where the sequences (vn,Wn,ln,gn)™lLf

and the set 77p_1 do not appear; hence Xi = X and Yi = Y.
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We now prove the existence of (23) for p+1 instead of p. By Lemma 8 there exist

vmp,wmp of B, subspaces VP,WP of B and lmp,gmp of B*, so that (vn,ln)n=i U

(wn,gn)n=i is biorthogonal, with vmp G S(XP) and wmp G S(Yp); Vp C Xp,

Wp C Yp, Vp + Wp + [vn,wn}n*f = B;Vp + Wp C [lmp,gmp}±, \\lmp\\ < 2 and

llffmjl   <  2.    Let 77p be a finite subset of B* which is (1 + l/2p)-norming on

[Vn,Wn]n=l-   Set _

Zp = K, wn}™*f + vpnHp± + wpnHp_.
I tl _/

There exist (vn)n=mp + iin S(VP) and (wn)nZmp+iin s(wp) so that (vn+Zp)nlmp+1

m" m' m"

U (wn + Zp)nlmpJrf is an M-basis of B/Zp, [vn}nZmp+i + M„=mp+i + Zp = B.

Now we use Theorem II* twice, "in the direction" of Vp n 77p, and afterwards

in the direction of Wp n 77±; then there will exist (vpn)n>m'   C  5(VP n 77±),

m' m"

(Wpn)n>m'p' C S(Wp n77P ), with (Un=mp + 1 U (¡pn)„>m¡, U (gn)n=mp + l U (i/pn)n>m»

in B* so that by (23) we have (unC=i u (^nC^i u (v)«>">; u (wp„)„>mp' is an

M-basis  of B,  with   (vn,ln)™lf U (wn,ffn)r=l  U (V'U)n>^ U (wPn,gPn)n>mp'

biorthogonal.

Since (ïin) is complete in B, there exists an integer mp+i > mp so that, setting

vn = vPn for m'p +1 < n < mp+i — 1 and wn = wpn for m'p +1 < n < mp+f — 1, it

follows that

dist(ûn, [t>fc,u»fc]Sî1-1) < V2p    for 1 < n < p.

In order to have (23) for p + 1 it is sufficient to set ln — lpn f°r mp < n < mp+f

and gn = gpn for m'p < n < mp+i;

Xp+i = M„>mp+I Ç X H [(ln,9n)nlV~X U 77p]x

and

Fp+i = [wpn]n>mp+l Ç Y n [(/„,3n)r=í1_1 U 77p]±.

This completes the proof of (22).

Now it is sufficient to apply Theorem I* to (22) and we have that there exist two

block perturbations (xn) and (yn) of (vn) and (wn), respectively, so that (xn)U(j/n)

becomes uniformly minimal; on the other hand (xn) U (yn) is still a 1-norming M-

basis of B; which completes the proof of Theorem III.

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 5. By the example of [19] there exists a Banach

space B0 with two quasi complementary infinite dimensional subspaces X and Y

so that

(24) (zn) C S(Y) implies that (zn + X) has a convergent subsequence.

Fix e > 0 and let (yn) be complete in Y. We claim that there exists an integer n£

so that

(25) dist(S([yn]n>nJ,X + [yn]^L1)<e;

in this case the thesis will be verified for the subspaces Xe = X + [yn]n=i and

Y£ — [yn]n>n€. If (25) is not true there exists (nk) Ç (n) so that

dist(zfc,X + [yi]?=i) > £   with zk G 5([j/¿]i>„J for every k;

but this implies that (zk + X) cannot have a convergent subsequence, which con-

tradicts (24). This completes the proof of Proposition 5.
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